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Resignation and Dismissal 
Leave Two AS Jobs Open 
by Mike Clune 
and Mary Smigielski 
Once more two AS positions are 
vacant, one a resignation, one a 
dismissal. 
Chris LaBonte, former secretary 
of Athletics, resigned last 
Wednesday night citing that he had 
become involved in other things 
which had become more important 
to him. 
Byl Berger, former Speaker's 
Bureau director, was fired at last 
Thursday's Senate meeting "due 
to his inability to fulfill the 
responsibilities of his position," 
according to a joint statement issued 
by AS President Sam Auisha and 
Vice President Tom Gorman. 
LaBonte's resignation makes it 
the third time this year that officers 
have resigned from AS positions. 
Berger is the first to be fired during 
the '88-'89 school year marking 
the second time the Speaker's 
Bureau position has been vacant 
since September. Susan Buckel, 
the previous director, resigned last 
September because of 
overcommitment. 
Asof press time, the AS Executive 
Board had not yet decided what to 
doaboutLaBonte's vacantposilion. 
According to the bylaws, they have 
ten days before they must declare 
Coretta Scott King 
To Share Her Perspectives 
by Donna Lagana 
Coretta Scott King, widow of 
Martin Luther King Jr., will 
address civil rights in today's 
society next month. 
Mrs. King is the founding 
President and Chief Executive 
Officer of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. Center for Non-Vio­
lent Social Change Inc., in 
Atlanta, Georgia. The center is 
a living memorial to Dr. King, 
preserving the legacy of what 
the Human Rights Movement 
accomplished under his lead-
ership. 
Mrs. King will speak on per­
spectives of the Civil Rights 
Movement. During Dr. Kings 
public career, Mrs. King occa­
sionally substituted for him as 
a speaker and frequently ap­
peared in her own right as a 
speaker before church, civic, 
college, fraternal and peace 
groups throughout the United 
States and abroad. 
Mrs. King will also be speak­
ing at UCSD later the same 
evening. 
According to Black Law 
Continued on page 2 
continued on page 2 In February of 1952, these students were the first to registar in USD's 
College for Women. See page three for a look at USD's past. 
USD Marches For Civil Rights 
New Teaching Method 
Tested on Spanish I Students 
by Donna Lagana 
Members of the USD community 
and local leaders will unite in a 
celebration march commemorat­
ing the late Martin Luther King Jr. 
and the cause he espoused, the Civil 
Rights Movement at 11:15 am 
today in the UC Forum. 
Fredrick Johnson, known in the 
San Diego community for his 
speaking ability, will deliver a 
recitation taken from the most 
important speeches of Dr. King. 
The procession will walk West on 
Marian Way and return to the UC 
for refreshments in the Forum. 
The speech and the march are 
meant to be symbolic. The speech 
is intended to give participants and 
observers a sense of Martin Luther 
King's eloquence, while the march 
celebrates the last 30 years of the 
civil rights struggle. 
The march was the idea of Law 
School Professor Steve Hartwell, 
and fostered by the Social Issues 
Committee in conjunction with 
BALSA. 
According to Hartwell, the pro­
cession serves a threefold purpose. 
This is an event in which the USD 
community and others can leam, 
celebrate and rediscover one of the 
most important challenges in 
modem history. 
The learning aspect that Profes­
by Jennifer Liu 
The Foreign Language Depart­
ment has started a new program 
this semester to help Spanish I 
students improve their Spanish. 
This program, called the Inten­
sive Language Model (ILM), re­
quires all Spanish I students to at­
tend drill sessions led by qualified 
undergraduate Assistant Teachers 
three times a week. 
These drill sessions allow stu­
dents to leam Spanish faster and 
more efficiently through practice, 
drill and reinforcement, according 
to Spanish Profesor Robert 
Bacalksi. 
"With more practice, students can 
leam the language in less time," 
explained Bacalski. 
The drill sessions are meant to be 
an agreeable and fun experience 
while producing rapid progress, 
according to Dr. Robert Russell, a 
visiting profesor from Dartmouth 
College. 
The ILM started at Dartmouth 
College about 20 years ago and is 
now being used in about 500 col­
leges. 
"It has been very successful here 
(at USD)," said Russell. Russell 
will stay at USD for the spring 
semester to teach Spanish and get 
the ILM implemented. 
According to Cami McCormick, 
a Spanish I Assitant Teacher, the 
students in the drill sessions get to 
impove their listening and speak­
ing skills and become more famil­
iar with the language. 
During the drill sessions, only 
Spanish is spoken so students arc 
forced to listen carefully. Also, 
students can participate more in 
Continued on page 2 
The Senior Wine and Cheese was held last Friday in the UC faculty 
dining room. Faculty attendence was higher this year, but student 
participation decreased from the last Senior Wine and Cheese held 
in December. Seniors Cloey Delsanto and Patty Mamer enjoy 
theirselves, while Charnaine Steigerwald serves them but another 
glass of wine. photo by Eric Brown 
sor Hartwell emphasizes comes 
with this participation. "We leam 
through doing. Even if we were 
not at the original marches of the 
60's we can recreate the process." 
Through the recreation, we recog­
nize an event that had not just na­
tional, but world wide conse­
quences. 
Secondly, this march is a celebra­
tion. Its purpose is to commemo­
rate Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s 
achievements. 
Continued on page 2 
2 Cars Stolen 
From Campus 
by Amy Capen 
Two USD students were in a state 
of disbelief last week when they 
discovered their automobiles were 
missing. 
One of the cars, an '87 red toyota 
truck owned by sophomore Jim 
Coyne, was recovered last Sunday 
by the San Diego Police Depart­
ment. 
At least the remains of the truck 
were found. 
According to the SDPD, the truck 
was found stripped of its valuable 
parts, and is "unsalvagable." 
The estimated value of damage is 
$1000, according to Coyne. 
Coyne said that among the 
stripped parts were the engine, 
custom wheels, tires, steering 
wheel, a Concord stereo, a set of 
costly speakers, and sheepskin seat 
covers. 
"I'm bummed about it," he said, 
"but luckily I have full insurance 
coverage." 
Coyne's parents had given him 
the Toyota for his birthday two 
Continued on page 2 
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Lost Architecture 
Displayed in Founders 
by Lucy Kanjer 
The Lost Architecture of Kiev will be dis­
played in Founders Gallery from Feb. 21 -
March 31. The exhibition is sponsored by 
USD's Fine Arts Department. The Ukrain-
ium Millenium Committee of San Diego and 
The Ukrainium Museum. 
Kiev is one of the oldest cities in Eastern 
Europe and is filled with Byzantine tradi­
tion. During the Baroque Period, however, 
Ukrainian architects, artists and their pa­
trons were captivated by the spirit of the 
Baroque and created many architectural 
monuments of this style. 
As a result of the tumultous years of the 
1930's, many of Kiev's historical buildings 
were destroyed. Planners and architects 
embarked on redevelopment projects in total 
disregard of Kiev's architectural heritage. 
Historical landmarks were demolished in the 
process but these sites were never built upon. 
Finally, in 1941 the main church of the 
Monastery of the Caves (Pecherska Lavra), 
a major landmark of the city, was blown up 
as part of the ravages of World War 11. 
Little has been written or published about 
the destruction of Kiev's architectural heri­
tage. The aim of this exhibition is to docu­
ment the lost architecture of the city and to 
reveal the rich legacy of Kiev's architectural 
past. 
The exhibition is free to the public and 
available for viewing 12-5 pm weekdays. 
All are welcome to attend the opening recep­
tion on February 21 from 7-9 pm. An illus­
trated catalogue will be available to aid in 
viewing the art. 
Coretta Scott King Shares Her Perspectives 
Continued from page 1 
Student's Association (BALSA) member 
Daryl Exum, the focus of her speech "is 
not so much to dwell on where her hus­
band left off but the current slate of basic 
civil rights today, and the last ten years." 
Mrs. King's speech is scheduled for Wed. 
March 8, at 2:00 pm in Camino Theatre. 
The event is sponsored by AS Speaker's 
Bureau in conjunction with the Social 
Issues Committee and the Women's Pro­
gram. 
Admission is free to all USD students. 
This engagement is not open to the pub­
lic. 
Spanish Profs. Test New Teaching MethocU 
Continued from page 1 
class since the Assitant Teachers work with 
the students on an informal basis in classes of 
no more than 10 students. 
With this new program, students are ex­
posed to nine hours a week of Spanish as 
opposed to four hours as in the past. Students 
spend three hours a week in the classrooifl, 
three in the drill sessions and three in the lab. 
Most Spanish I students seem to like the 
program except for the fact that they only 
receive three units. 
"I think it's a good program because you're 
constantly exposed to the language," said 
Spanish student Brian Holt. "But there's no 
excuse for not getting at least four units, 
especially because we are required to go to 
the drills." 
Spanish student Megan O'Shca also thinks 
more credit should be given for Spanish I 
considering that students arc given four cred­
its for science classes that require a lab. 
Bacalski thinks that three credits arccnough 
because students are generally supposed to 
put in two hours of outside work per class 
anyway. "It works out fine considering the 
students don't get homework except for their 
workbook," said Bacalski. 
Bacalski said that the ILM is a pilot pro­
gram at USD. If it succeeds with Spanish I 
then the program will most likely continue 
with Spanish II and 111 and eventually the 
other languages. 
"There haven't been any problems with it 
(the ILM) yet," said Bacalski. "Except for 
the confusion that comes with implementing 
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Stirs Reactions At USD 
by Jennifer Merriman 
In the celebration of Soren Kierkegaard's 
literary excellence as one of famous phi­
losophers of the 19lhCcntury,distinguished 
Kierkegaard scholars presented papers last 
weekend at a conference here at USD. 
Kierkegaard was a Danish philosphcr and 
author of three dozen books which focused 
on ideas such as "Fear and Trembling", 
"The Concept of Dread", and "The Gospel 
of Suffering". 
He was a great religious believer, but was 
also the founder of the existentialist phi­
losophy that Jean Paul Satre and Albert 
Camus made well known in the 1940's. 
Continued on page 3 
King March 
Continued from page 1 
Ultimately, the ceremony will raise aware­
ness as to the current level of equality in our 
society and throughout our nation. The Civil 
Rights Movement did not stop when its 
famous leader was assassinated. Twenty 
years later, America faces the same chal­
lenge, only in the context of a different 
society. 
The march is open to anyone interested and 
active involvement is encouraged. Professor 
Hartwell notes that for most of the partici­
pants this will be their first lime participating 
in any type of march or demonstration. This 
is a unique opportunity for first hand partici­
pation, and a realistic perspective of history 
Cars Stolen 
Continued from page 1 
years ago. 
He said he last parked the truck in the main 
Valley parking lot on Monday, Feb. 6. When 
he came out to use it on Wednesday, it was 
gone. 
The other stolen automobile, a '79 Bronco 
owned by a female student who did not wish 
to be identified, was last seen in the Alcala 
Vista parking lot on Saturday, Feb. 4. 
The SDPD has not located it yet. 
The Bronco had also been a gift by the 
student's parents, given to her this past 
Christmas. 
According to Roman Keating, Investiga­
tor of Public Safety at USD, these thefts 
bring the total to 6 reported car thefts at USD 
since September. 
All the cars have been recovered except for 
the Bronco. 
This is a low record, Keating said, in com­
parison to over 60 reported car thefts at San 
Diego State. 
AS Jobs Open 
continued from page 1 
the position vacant. 
The Speaker's Bureau position will remain 
vacant until the end of the semester. Gorman 
will take on the Speakers Bureau 
responsibilities until that time. 
. Gorman said LaBonte had been on probation 
since December and problemscontinued with 
the bike race. 
LaBonte had a meeting with Gorman early 
last week. They decided thatit would be best 
for all if he resigned. According to Gorman, 
had La Bonte not resigned, he would have 
been subject to disciplinary action. 
LaBonte told the Vista that he is now taking 
17 units, studying for the MCAT, is active in 
Sigma Pi and was therefore not putting 
enough into the job. He also said that a lot of 
the problems stemmed from ineffective 
communication between himself, Gorman 
and Attisha. 
Regarding Bcrgcr, Gorman said he had 
failed to keep meetings, prepare and carry 
out responsibilities for events, and keep his 
superiors informed. 
"A lot of it was communication," Gorman 
said, refering to the problems. 
Gorman had been unable to notify Bcrgcr 
of his dismissal because Berger had moved 
and had not made AS aware of his new phone 
number or address. They had been attempting 
to make contact for two weeks. 
Gorman said,"I don't think it (the dismissal) 
was a big surprise to him." 
The Vista was unable to reach Bcrgcr for 
comment. 
Attisha was out of town on business and 
was unable to attend last week's Senate 
meeting. When the Vista reached him this 
week, he declined to comment on the 
situation. 
S.D. STUDENT SPECIAL 
FREE BALLOON BOUQUET 
Six 9" Helium Filled Balloons 
WITH ANY $15 PURCHASE (W/ COUPON) 
SUPPLIES FOR YOUR HAPPY PARTIES 
1989 SUMMER 
CONFERENCE STAFF 
APPLICATIONS STILL AVAILABLE 
DEADLINE TOMORROW 
FEB.17, 5:00 PM 
Residential Conference Office, 
Mission Crossroads, 
upper level, call x4623 
February 16, 1989-VISTA-3 
With the construction of Comino and Founders' buildings still not completed, this northwest view was 
taken in 1956 when USD acted as two separate institutions: A College for Women and a College for Men. 
History Professor Writes Book 
About USD's First Forty Years 
by Linda McMillan 
Dr. Iris Engstrand, USD profes­
sor of history, has co-authored a 
book with alumna Claire While, 
class of 1980, about the history of 
USD. The book is entitled, A View 
From the Hill. USD's First Forty 
Years. 1949-1989. 
The book describes Bishop Buddy 
and Mother Rosalie Hill's dream 
to find a perfect setting, and to 
begin a University. Together they 
found the hill and began construc­
tion. From 1949-1971, the Univer­
sity consisted of the San Diego 
College for Men, and the College 
for Women. In 1972, the two Uni­
versities merged and became the 
University of San Diego. 
Engstrand has previously authored 
books about San Diego history and 
the history of USC, her alma mater. 
She has taught at USD since she 
was hired as one of the First woman 
professors at the College for Men 
in 1968. 
She decided to write the book 
because of the changes that she has 
seen over the years. She feels that 
the students especially should know 
about the advancements their uni­
versity has made. 
The publishing is scheduled for 
Aug. 15,1989,andthebookwillbe 
ready for purchase soon after. 
Engstrand has kept the price of 
the book under $10.00 so that it 
will be affordable to all students, 
alumni, patrons, parents and 
friends. 
Engstrand received her under­
graduate degree in history from the 
University of Southern California. 
Engstrand's thirst for history took 
her back to USC immediately fol­
lowing her graduation and in 1957 
she received a master's degree in 
history. She continued her studies 
in history, ultimately earning her­
self a doctorate in history. 
With all this history knowledge 
under her belt, Engstrand wrote a 
book about USC, co-authored with 
Manuel P. Serein, entitled, South­
ern California and Its University: 
A History of USC 1880-1964. 
Engstrand has written more than 
seven other books and six articles. 
Many of the books that she has 
written have to do with the history 
of California. 
Engstrand is the author of San 
Diego: California' s Corner Stone, 
OldTown San Diego: 1821-1874, 
co-authored with Ray Brandes and 
Serra's San Diego: Father 
Junipero Serra in California's 
Beginnings. 
Engstrand also belongs to several 
clubs, among some them include: 
American Historical Association, 
and California Historical Society. 
Dr. Engstrand, USD's own professor of history, authored a book 
about USD's history, w hich is scheduled to be published in August of 
1989. photo by Robert Burnett 
Being hoisted up to the top of the Immaculata in 1958 is the Blessed 
Virgin Mary. The statue was sculptured by Chris Mueller Jr. of Los 
Angeles. The sculpture is 10' 8" tall and weighs 2 1/2 tons. 
Taken in front of the College for Men Arts and Science Building in 1965, the photo was taken after a 
discussion of the College Workshop Program. They are, left to right, Rev. James I. Birkley, academic 
dean; Iriving W. Parker, dean of admissions and records; Rev. John Paul Cadden, college president, and 
Rev. Francis J. Furey, Apostolic Administrator and chancellor of the University of San Diego. 
Kierkegaard Conference 
Continued from page 2 
Kierkegaard criticized the 
elaborate organization of the 
Roman Catholic Church, arguing 
thattruc faith requircsonlya sense 
of individual responsibility and a 
leap into the irrational. 
38 speakers attended the 
conference and attempted to 
unravel some of the mysteries and 
uncertainties about Kierkegaard's 
philosophies. 
The speakers attempted to inter­
pret who Kierkegaard was and 
precisely what his philosophies 
meant. Some believe him to be a 
rationalist, while others believe 
him to be an irrationalist. 
John Donnelly, a USD philoso­
phy professor and president of 
the International Kierkegaard 
society believes that Kierkegaard 
hated academics, while Louis 
Pojam, a professor at the 
University of Mississippi said "He 
didn't really hate academics." 
"There's been a trememdous 
revival of interest in Ki­
erkegaard," Donnelly said, noting 
that the Society now has over 500 
members. 
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LETTERS TO THE VISTA 
Hey, Turn on the Lights! 
GliF.ST EDITORIAL 
The power outage over much of campus last week 
provided an excellent opportunity for the entire student 
body to witness what can only be described as the 
numerous safety hazards on this campus. Most notably 
and more specifically the new University Center was one 
of the most visible culprits. 
Anyone who was in the main dining room of the 
University Center when power was lost knows that there 
was no emergency lighting. It is fortunate that it was 
during the daytime that power was lost, so visibility, 
although very poor, was adequate. If the power was lost 
during the evening visibility would have been zero. 
Either one of two possible scenarios is to blame for the 
lack of emergency lighting. Firstly, the entire emergency 
lighting system failed, or secondly, there is no (or at least 
inadequate) emergency lighting in the University Cen­
ter. The question is which of these scenarios played 
itself out last week. 
The students of this University have have the right 
to know if their University Center is equipped with 
an adequate emergency lighting system. The per­
sons in charge of this facility must address this 
question immediately. If the University Center has 
no, or inadequate, emergency lighting, I shudder to 
think about what kind of fire trap it would make. Can 
you imagine the panic which would result if there 
was a fire in the UC during an event attended by 
hundreds of individuals, and there was no adequate 
lighted path to safety. 
How many people would be killed or injured? Lets 
not find out the hard way. Ed. Note: The authors 
name was withheld by request. 
Reconsidering Reagan 
by Jonathan Canedo 
Last week, Soviet media reported that the last Soviet 
troops had left Kabul and had headed north out of 
Afghanistan after ten years of combat. They left behind 
a few small forces, primarily a battalion at Kabul's 
airport, to assist in an airlift of supplies into the capitol. 
However, those troops should be out of Afghanistan by 
today, in keeping w ith an international agreement signed 
last year. That will leave the Soviet installed Kabul 
regime on it's own and facing a very effective guerilla 
force. 
It was the tenacity and heroism of these guerillas, the 
moujahedeen, that finally led the Soviets '.o withdraw. 
But, besides the valor of these freedom fighters, it was 
one man that caused the Soviets for the first time to 
retreat from a country they had taken over. That man was 
former President Ronald Reagan. 
When the moujahedeen began to effectively attack the 
Soviet soldiers that had invaded the country, it was 
Reagan that made the decision to send arms to them. 
Against the advice of his advisors, Reagan pushed through 
Congress the decision to arm the Afghan rebels and 
opened the pipeline of supplies to the moujahedeen. 
Ten years after the Soviets first invaded, that de­
cision has paid off. If it had not been for Reagan's 
unrelenting support for the guerillas, their valor and 
bravery would of been for nothing. Without the 
weapons supplied by the United States, the moujahe­
deen would of had little chance of inflicting heavy 
losses on the Soviets or of surviving repeated large 
scale attacks. 
But the United States did supply the rebels and 
now they arc on the verge of winning this protracted 
conflict. The regime the Soviets have left behind is 
unstable and can not control most of the country. 
Many western diplomats believe that the present 
government will only last without massive Soviet 
intervention for a few months at most. And when 
the government falls, Reagan's persistence and, 
many felt, naive belief in the rights of people to fight 
against oppression will be fully vindicated. Until 
that time, Reagan deserves much credit for what the 
moujahedeen have accomplished so far, the total 
withdrawal of the Soviet army. 
The Last Rhinos 
Los Angeles isn' t the only place where assault rifles are 
making shots heard round the world. African poachers 
who once used spears and bows have graduated to AK-
47s along with belt-fed machine gunsand grenade launch­
ers. 
The last five white rhinos that existed in Kenya's game 
parks were recently killed for their horns in a daring 
night raid by poachers, who used military weapons and 
guerilla tactics to overcome the park rangers, then shot 
the rhinos which were corralled nearby. 
The Rhino population has fallen 98% in 18 years in 
Kenya, which has one of the best conservation records in 
the nation. Kenya recently requested military aid from 
Great Britain to equip a paramilitary poaching request. 
The Thatcher government would do well to comply. 
U.B.Urself 
In response to the letter regard­
ing conformity and suppressed 
individuality within our Greek 
system, I would like to take this 
opportunity to clarify some mis­
understandings about fraternity 
life. The men in these organiza­
tions join to establish relationships 
that might not otherwise be pos­
sible, due to the normal course of 
events each of us pursue, the 
similarity we have is a common­
ness based on ideals and values 
which we proudly call friendship. 
Although one may view sweat­
shirts, wooden letters, and identi­
cal notebooks as a reflection of the 
purpose and standards of fraterni­
ties, this person is only displaying 
his or her own prejudgements. All 
too often, value judgements are 
placed upon others without know­
ing the big picture. Everyone is 
entitled to their own opinion, but 
when there is a lack of substance to 
support these arguments, they are 
unwarranted criticisms. I believe 
what we need to do is lcam how to 
learn from others. If you would 
like to know more about the Greek 
system and its purpose, please 
don't hesitate to ask a member. 
Bill Manson 
Intcrfratcrnity Council President 
DITTO 
As I was reading my Vista over 
the weekend, an article caught my 
eye. It was titled "U.B.U?? 
U.B.US!!". At first I thought not 
again I! -another person who knows 
nothing aboutSigma Pi, badmouth-
ing us. 
I then took a closer look by read­
ing the article. I was right. I held 
my head in disgust and disbelief at 
how easily people arc willing to 
cling to a stereotype because they 
arc too insecure about their own 
self to formulate an educated opin­
ion based on personal experience 
and fact. 
If we wanted to live up to the 
stereotype and all be exactly alike 
,we would. My definition of Sigma 
Pi is a group of individuals who 
share a common bond with other 
individuals, who will never com­
promise their own identity. A group 
of clones have the same identity 
and are satisfied with it. We are a 
diverse with many identities in order 
to promote creativity. 
How can a group of clones organ­
ize atrip to San Felipe Mexico for 
400 people while at the same time 
securing their safety and wellbeing. 
Ideas like this are the Sigma Pi 
trademark, and grow out of inde-
pendant thought. Sigma Pi stands 
for ingenuity and innovation, not 
identicle and insecure. 
Ken Zampese 
DITTO 
I am writing this letter in response 
to the letter entitled "U.B .U?? U .B. 
US!! in last week's Vista. In that 
letter the author claims that frater­
nities inhibit individuality because 
the members may carry the same 
book or wear the same letters on 
their chests. 
This claim, however, is weakly 
substantiated. To pass judgement 
on a group or organization requires 
at a minimum, more than just a 
trivial understanding. A fraternity 
is a brotherhood, united under ideal­
istic principles, striving towards the 
good of the brothers as well as the 
community. 
The renowned educator and au­
thor Allen Bloom once wrote "What 
poor substitutes for real diversity 
are the wild rainbows of dyed hair 
and other external differences and 
tell thcobscrvernothingaboutwhat 
is inside." By the same means, true 
individuality is not a function of 
hair styles or clothes, but rather it is 
determined by character traits such 
as personality interests and educa­
tion. 
Frank Jacobs 
However, just like the war on drugs, it's the market 
that is the real problem. The intense demand and 
high prices for ivory and rhino horn make the risk to 
poachers worthwhile. 
It's time to dry up that market. Taiwan is the major 
importer of these goods, and although it is illegal to 
bring items from endangered species into the coun­
try, the laws are rarely enforced. The same situation 
used to prevail in Singapore and Hong Kong also, 
but pressure from western governments caused 
massive crackdowns, thus reducing the market in 
those cities. It's time for the same tactics to be 
applied to Taiwan, before the only rhinos left alive 
are in zoos. 
NOTICES 
The Vista is published Thursdays during the school year, breaks excepted. 
It is written and edited by the students of the University of San Diego and is 
funded in part by the AS. 
Editorial opinions expressed in The Vista do not reflect those of the 
University of San Diego, it's faculty or student body. Opinions expressed on 
the Op-ed page do not reflect those of the Vista Staff. 
The Vista is a forum for all members of the USD community to express their 
opinions. All letters concerning material printed in the Vista must be typed, 
double-spaced and submitted to the Vista office by 5 p.m. Monday for 
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The Last Gun Control 
Article (Maybe) 
bv Peter Meyer 
Gun control hysteria took a step forward 
this past week with many cities including 
Los Angeles, banning the possession and 
sale of assault rifles. It is a shame that the 
American public, including some USD stu­
dents have been duped into thinking the 
problem is solvable. 
The various bans that have gone into effect 
over the last week are unconstitutional and 
ineffective. Do you really think some crack 
dealer who makes ten grand a week and 
owns a small arsenal is going to go "Oh m> 
gosh, all my guns are illegal, I had better go 
right do wn to the police station and uim them 
all in right now or face fines and a possible 
jail sentence." 
I really doubt it. To use yet another old but 
true cliche', if guns are outlawed, in this case 
assault rifles, then only outlaws will have 
guns (assault rifles in this case). In my opin 
ion gun control is being able to hit your target 
be it a tin can or some junkie breaking into 
your house. 
Some anti-gun people look to the constitu 
tional amendment on the freedom to bea; 
arms, the second amendment says: "A well 
regulated militia, being necessary to the 
security of a free state, the right of the people 
to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed." 
Some interpret this to mean the right of the 
national guard to keep and bear arms. What 
good will the national guard do for you when 
someone is breaking into your house? Let's 
hear it for the weekend warriors to the res­
cue. 
Some people cite the fact that the police arc 
outgunned. Let's give every other cop an 
assault rifle and see what happens. If 1 knew 
a cop had the capability of firing 900 rounds 
a minute from an assault rifle rather than less 
than a hundred from a shotgun I would give 
up a whole lot easier. 
In case you don't read the papers the world 
isn't getting that much safer. USD is a great 
little community. Walk less than a mile up 
Linda Vista Road and you are in a com­
pletely different world. The real world. In 
Linda Vista on a Friday night it is easier to 
buy a vial of crack than a six pack of beer. 
That is why I would own an assault rifle. You 
have to fight fire with fire. 
Beyond all the arguments pro and con there 
is the basic fact that there already thousands 
of assault rifles in the state and it will be a 
cold day in hell when the owners of these 
rifles give them up. 
If you believe in what you have just read the 
best thing you can do is join the NRA and 
support the fight against anti-gun legisla­
tion. If you completely disagree just wait 
The odds arc that in your lifetime you havea 
good chance of being the victim of a violent 
crime. When your rights have been violated 
by some hood and the court system can't 
handle the case overload then the true mean­




Out of Africa, One Student's Experience 
An open letter to USD from Stacey 
Carlson, Class of '88 
Seven months ago I could be seen on the 
beautiful USD campus, zipping through on 
my yellow bike, running around with vari­
ous comedians, and answering to the call of 
Stacey. Today I travel on a Yamaha, can 
often be found in small Dogon villages and 
respond to the name Maimoena. I am a 
Peace Corps volunteer in the Sahara Desert 
in a country called Mali. The life here could 
easily be described as the antithesis of life at 
USD, and I have learned to love it as I once 
loved USD. * 
I wake at dawn 





herded out to the 
bush, where they 
will feed on 
grasses and brush 
that struggle to 
survive in this 
harsh environ­
ment. My house 
is where I marvel 
at the stars and 
can catch a pass­
ing breeze. My 
village is called 
Daeniza and fea­
tures a mixture of 
ethnic groups. 
I start my day 
pulling water 
from my well, 
and bathing by 
pouring water 
over me from a 
bucket. 1 eat what 
the villagers cat, a dish called To that is made 
of pounded millet and is served in a commu­
nity bowl in a paste form. I use my right hand 
to pull a piece of To out of the bowl and dip 
it into a green Bcobob leaf sauce before 
pulling it in my mouth. I have learned to 
enjoy the flavor and texture of To, although 
a number of months passed before I could 
even begin to appreciate it. 
My motorcycle allows me to travel and 
stay in various villages around Daeniza, 
where I find work building meed-stores and 
encouraging the planting of trees for fencing 
and wind-breaks. I communicate in French 
and Fielfulde, and find the villagers recep­
tive and warm and vcy accepting of me and 
a white person who has come to provide 
them with somthing.be it medicine, wells, or 
money. They expect some gain by my pres­
ence. I give them ideas, and offer my assis­
tance. I try to help them help themselves and 
often wonder if this is enough. 
The people of the Sahel are farmers. They 
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spend their time growing millet and herding 
livestock. 1 often marvel that anything can 
grow in this soil made of sand, and that ani­
mals can survive on the thorny, scarce brush. 
The dropout has stripped the edge of sur­
vival. This year brought record-breaking 
rains, so for the first time in years the grana­
ries are full, and so are the children's bellies. 
The Sahel is demanding and harsh, and 
never ceases to be a challenge, rain or no 
rain. People struggle with the heat, which 
often features temperatures up to 120 de­
grees, sand storms that blind one for hours at 
a time, and Hoods that cany away houses, 
trees and full portions of land. Everything is 
hard-earned here, and never have I seen men 
and women work harder at making a life. 
Women are married by the age of 19 and 
are often just one of many wives, children 
are carried on back while they pound millet, 
or cany their wads of godds on their heads to 
be sold in the market. 




heads in the 
sand. They 
chant prayers to 
Allah, the pro­
vider of all. 
Daentza has 
no phones, no 
electricity, and 
very few medi­
cal facilities. I 
write this by 
kerosene lamp, 
and am often 
amazed at how 
much light the 
moon gives off 
when the sun 
goes down. I 
have learned to 
live simply and 
appreciate the 
slow pace of 
life, and the sat­




another culture is never easy, but the days 
that I feel in sync with my environment and 
a part of the whole that is my villge for two 
years, these are the days I will cherish and 
remember. 
I am only at the beginning of my Peace 
Corps Service; I have 21 months ahead of 
me. I look forward to the things I know I will 
learn and can only hope to return in kind a 
fraction of that learning. 
Tower Doesn't Deserve Cabinet Post 
by John Herrmann 
John Tower was nominated by President 
Bush for the post of Defense Secretary be­
cause of his support in Bush's presidential 
campaign, not because he was the right man 
for the job. 
He has been accused of being a womanizer 
and a drunkard and has accepted about three-
quarters of a million dollars in consulting 
fees from six defense contractors. 
It is hypocritical for a president that is 
concerned with integrity to nominate a per­
son of such a controversial background. 
His acceptance of the consulting fees brings 
up the problem of conflict of interest. John 
Tower is an embarrassment and a political 
liability and his nomination should be re­
voked. 
A lot of attention has been focused on the al­
legations of his womanizing and drinking as 
a senator and an arms negotiator in Geneva. 
Judgement, alertness and self-control are 
qualities important to any government offi­
cial and especially the Secretary of Defense. 
If his mind is clouded with excess and alco­
hol, how can he effectively make important 
decisions and carry out his job as the head of 
the armed forces? 
Another issue that has been brought up is 
his acceptance of $700,000 in consulting 
fees from "defense contractors". This brings 
up serious problems of conflicts of interest. 
Tower moved from a government job where 
he was in contact with with information of 
policy and weapons and went to work for 
defense contractors where he was exposed to 
insider information. 
How can he work on weapons procurement 
and cutting the defense budget when he has 
been exposed to this information and was 
paid nicely by the defense contractors forhis 
consultation. This creates a serious conflict 
of interest. 
At a time of budgetary restrictions and 
cutbacks in the budget and in the defense 
department, how would he be able to decide 
what programs "o cut? What if a defense 
contractor that Tower had consulted has a 
weapon system that is in jeopardy of being 
cut? You can bet he would try his hardest to 
protect the program. There is no place for a 
conflict of interest. It would be hypocritical 
for a "moral" president to appoint someone 
like Tower to the post of Secretary of De­
fense and even a bigger mistake to appoint 
someone who may be influenced by the 
defense contractors. I feel that it is in the best 
interest of this government that the nomina­
tion of John Tower is rejected. 
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"Worlds" To Play Lark Tonight 
by Kristine Ashton 
Tonight the Lark presents the progressive 
rock band "Worlds" at 9:00 in the Grille. 
Drawing on the impressive tradition of 
other artistic rock bands, each member of 
"Worlds" has a unique style and sound which 
is crucial to the music as a whole. 
"Worlds" recorded their first album, "Space 
Age Hero", in early 1986 in Chicago. It was 
mixed by long-time Styx engineer, Gary 
Loizzo. 
Although most of the album has a softer, 
more vocal sound than you'll hear from the 
band today, certain cuts such as "White 
Mist", "Legacy", and "Space Age Hero" 
always seem to make it into the current 
concert line-up. 
Recently, "Worlds" has moved away from 
the LA club scene and begun concentrating 
on the California college circuit. 
This will be the second Lark for the semes­
ter. "Minstrel" provided the entertainment 
for the first Lark at the beginning of Febru­
ary. 
The next Lark event will be the Battle of 
the Bands, beginning on February 28. The 
Busboys have also been scheduled for later 
in the semester. 
Tonight's show is free and refreshments 
will be served. 
AS Provides Activity Hotline For Students 
clialBB 
260-4508 irl 
For the latest in Campus Activities 
by Stacey Stanfield 
AS will soon be implementing a new phone 
service for USD students: Dial-AS. Much 
like Dining Service's Dial-a Menu, a re­
corded message will be available for people 
to call and find out what activities and events 
are happening on campus every week. 
Secretary of Communications , Katie 
Murphy, and her assistant, Jennifer Castle, 
are in charge of Dial-AS. The idea was 
developed by AS Vice-President Tom Gor­
man, who included it in his campaign pro­
posals when he was running for office last 
year. 
The message, to be updated on a weekly 
basis, will serve to generate interest and 
involvement in US D events and keep people 
up-to-date. It will give students more infor­
mation than the monthly calendar currently 
docs. 
AS will be distributing stickers for students 
to put on their phones which will have the 
phone number of Dial-AS on them. The 
recorded voice will be thatof the Vista'sown 
Kent Sligh. 
USD Students Named To 
Collegiate Who's Who 
The 1989 edition of WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVER­
SITIES AND COLLEGES will include the names of 62 students from University of San 
Diego who have been selected as national outstanding campus leaders. 
Campus nominating committees and editors of the annual directory have included the 
names of these students based on their academic achievement, service to the community, 
leadership in extracurricular activities and potential for continued success. 
They join an elite group of students selected from more than 1,400 institutions of higher 
learning in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and several foreign nations. 
Outstanding students have been honored in the annual directory since it was first pub­
lished in 1934. 













Katherine Mary Costello 
Susan Daudelin 
Bryan Day 






Amy Michelle Froide 
Donielle Gerard 
David Lee Gilmore 
John Gomez 
Thomas Gorman 
Scotty Green word 
Mary Hall 
Bret Harris 


































PROGRESSIVE ROCK NIGHT AND LARK 
CONCERT SERIES/MILLER PRESENTS 
WORLDS 




Do you have an issue you would 
like to see discussed? 
Do you have any comments, complaints 
or suggestions for the A.S.? 
Come to the TOWN MEETING 
T h u r s d a y ,  F e b .  2 3  
1  1 : 3 0 ,  F O R U M  R  
Film 
Forum 
^-sponsored  by:  c n if c 
M I L L E R  L I T E  r i  
Nightmare on Elm 
Street Parts I and 11" 
Sunday, February 19 
U.C. Forum, 8:00p.m. 
"Reefer Madness" & "Cocaine 
Fiend" (double feature) 
Wednesday; February 22 
U.C. Forum, 8:00 p.m. 
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MBA Team Competes Again 
For the seventh year in a row, the USD 
"Reno Team" will participate in the Intercol­
legiate Business Policy Games held by the 
University Of Nevada, Reno. The team 
consists of a group of MB A students selected 
annually to represent USD at the games. 
The team members comprise the officers 
of a simulated multi-million dollar manufac­
turing company and will be responsible for 
running all areas of the company for five 
years, in increments of one quarter. 
This year's MBA team includes Valerie 
Johnson, President; Susan Scott, Forecast­
ing Director, Tracy Elliott, Marketing Di­
rector; Philip Bille, Production Director, and 
Michael Radez, Finance Director. Dr. Gary 
Whitney, Associate Dean and Professor of 
Management, is the team advisor. 
The "Reno Team" will compete against 
other MBA teams from over 9 other univer­
sities in the Western U.S. 
For two months, the student teams will 
compete from their home campuses via 
computer hookup. The final phase of the 
competition will take place in Reno, Nevada 
where all the teams will meet from March 
29-31. 
USD's MBA team has been champion for 
two of the last three years. 
At the beginning of the games, each team 
takes over a company which has been poorly 
managed for two years. All teams begin on 
an equal basis. New management has five 
years to revive the company and maximize 
stock price and profits. 
The teams prepare strategic plans; make 
decisions covering marketing, production, 
personnel, and finance for each simulated 
quarter submit annual reports to sharehold­
ers; and present their plans orally. 
Competition is keen and lime pressures are 
intense. The winners are selected by judges 
from industry who are familiar with long 
range planning and use the same criteria as 
they would forjudging success of any real-
world company. 
These criteria include traditional financial 
performance measures such as return on 
investment, stock price, market share, and 
debt ratios. They indicate to the judges how 
well decisions adhered to the strategic busi­
ness plans. The judges also evaluate qualita­
tive performance on written and oral presen­
tations. 
The "Reno Team" has chosen to produce 
and market a consumer durable good called 
"Pool Potatoes" from their company, "Lei­
sure Aquatics Unlimited," located in sunny 
San Diego. 
The competition also has an undergraduate 
division, but USD does not participate be­
cause there is not an advisor for a team. 
Comedy Night Exceeds Capacity 
by Chris Orr 
The ever-popular Russ T. Nailz and local 
USD talent Kent Sligh entertained a stand­
ing room only crowd at the Showcase in the 
Grille last Thursday night. Barry Thompson 
and Steve Florian also successfully appeared 
in the event. 
Showcase director, Lisa Doezie was en­
thusiastic about the turnout, "It was the best 
show of the year because of the strength of 
the performers," she said. 
"I was really happy that so many people 
decided toshow up,"Sligh said. "I really had 
a lot of fun." 
Sligh, the Vista's Off-Beat Editor has had 
only one prior appearance as a stand up 
comedian. He improvised to fill time for the 
audience at the Rich Hall concert last semes­
ter until Hall arrived. 
Slighemceed the Showcase, and spent about 
ten minutes on stage at the beginning of the 
show and an additional five minutes on stage 
telling jokes before introducing each come­
dian. 
Steve Florian spent 15 minutes on stage and 
Barry Thompson did about 30 minutes of 
material. 
Russ T. Nailz, who has appeared at previ­
ous Showcases, was up for 50minutes. Nailz 
now works for the 9IX morning show. 
"It was a great way to kick off the semester" 
Russ T. Nails entertains "standing room 
only" crowd at Comedy Night last 
Thrusday. photo by Stephanie Hogue 
said Doezie. 
Kent was very well received, getting a lot of 
laughs for an early effort 
One member of the audience said, "He 
(Kent) was hysterical. I thought that he was 
one of the funnier comedians that I've seen 
at a Showcase for a long time." 
Opportunities Available For Interested Students 
IheWjrid Is Still 
The Greatest Classroom 
Of AIL 
Applications are now being accepted 
for the University of Pittsburgh -
sponsored Semester at Sea. 
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey 
aboard the American-built S.S. Universe 
literally offers you the world. 
You can earn 12-15 transferable units 
from your choice of more than 50 lower and 
upper division courses, while calling upon 
places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong. 
India,Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia 
and Spain. 
It is a learning adventure designed to 
transform students of every color, race and 
creed into true citizens and scholars of 
the world. 
For full information, including a catalog and application, call 
1-800-854-0195/1-412-648-7490 in PA. Or write Semester at Sea, 
Institute for Shipboard Education, 
University of Pittsburgh, 
2E Forbes Quadrangle, 
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 
15260. 
Then prepare for the 
learning adventure of 
your life. 
f... , 
« * • * >  »  
SEMESTER AT SEA information session and video. 
Wednesday, February 22. 
4 p.m. in the Media Center, DeSales 109. 
INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS 
ON THE FOLLOWING SCHOLARSHIPS 
ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FINANCIAL 
AID OFFICE, SERRA HALL 202 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNI­
VERSITY WOMEN 
Scholarships ranging from $200 - $500 are 
being offered to undergraduates with junior 
or senior standing by September 1989. 
Applicant must be a resident of one of the 
following areas: Livcrmorc, Pleasanton, 
Dublin, Sunol or the San Ramon Valley. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE IN MARCH 1, 
1989. 
DOUBLETREE OR COMPRI HOTF.I S 
Students who are, or their parents are affili­
ated w ith Doubletree or Compri Hotels, and 
have a cumulative GPA of 2.75 or higher, 
please come to the Financial Aid Office to 
be considered for this scholarship. 
Minority Summer Research Program 
This program is designed to aid minority 
students in gaining research experience by 
working with faculty in their area of inter­
est. The program begins June 19 and con­
cludes August 11. The application due date 
in March 1. Forfurthcrinformation,contact 
Dean Brandes at Founders 108. 
/ \ LAPD Testing In San Diego 
$32,400 - $38,000* 
USO-433 East Harbor Drive 
San Diego, CA 92101 
Fri. Feb. 24, 1969 10 am, 1 pm, 4 pm, 7 pm 
Sat. Feb. 25, 1969 10 am, 1 pm 
Sun. Feb. 26, 1969 10 am 
Call 800/252-7790 ext. 2934 
For more information and to reserve your test time 



















Valentine's Day is Hell 
Life and 
other jokes 
by Kent Sligh 
Well, it's February 16, two days after my 
least favorite holiday, Valentine's Day. 
This is the day when Cupid sneaks up 
behind unsuspecting people everywhere and 
shoots them in the wallet. 
The people Cupid doesn't shoot damage 
their own wallets trying to cheer themselves 
up. 
Valentine's Day divides the world into these 
two groups of people: 
(1) People who have someone to love (broke 
people), and (2) people who don't have 
someone to love (manic-depressive broke 
people). 
Valentines day for the first group of people 
is difficult, because they have certain 
obligations to fulfill. 
Flowers must be bought. In today's modern 
world you can buy a bouquet of flowers for 
just slightly less than the price of a new 
Corvette. 
If you really love your Valentine, you must 
buy roses. In the United States you cannot 
buy a dozen roses for less than the price of a 
new Corvette, but easy financing is usually 
available. 
Exotic boxes of chocolates and other heart-
shaped sweets have to be purchased. We 
give this candy to our loved ones to say "You 
arc my sweetie," or "1 want you to be fat." As 
a basic rule, your lover will gain from five to 
ten pounds for each box of candy you give 
them, and they will usually blame you later. 
Balloons arc a common method of 
demonstrating your devotion. Balloons are 
especially fun in the car on your way to your 
Valentine's house. 
First of all, they make you look very silly. 
People you don't even know will laugh at 
you and point you out to their friends at stop 
lights. 
Second of all, balloons have a habit of 
floating around in your face, blinding you 
while you try to drive. Each year, millionsof 
loving people are killed on Valentine's day 
in auto accidents involving wayward 
balloons. 
If you still have any cash after buying all of 
the stuff, you automatically fall into another 
price bracket, and you are expected to buy 
your Valentine more lavish gifts, like 
diamond earrings. 
The first group of people hate Valentine's 
Day. 
Valentines day for the second group of 
people is easy - they walk around all day 
feeling like crap. These people don't have a 
whole lot of money either, because they use 
all their extra cash trying to make themselves 
feel better. 
They spend their money on things like a trip 
to Disney Land, a gallon of chocolate ice 
cream or a fifth of Jim Beam. 
In some really desperate cases people have 
been known to consume a gallon of chocolate 
ice cream along with a fifth of Jim Beam at 
Disney Land. This usually docs not make 
them feel better. 
The second group of people hate Valentine's 
Day. 
It seems clear to me that we all hate 
Valentine's Day, so I think we ought not to 
have it anymore. 
1 suggest we replace it with a holiday that 
everyone could enjoy, like Humor 
Columnist's Day. 
by Chris Orr 
Officer Winchel stared at the security 
screens with an intensity unmatched on The 
Force. Winchcl loved his job - He loved the 
feel of the cold hard butt of his gun and the 
soft gooey middle of a jelly-filled donut. 
Suddenly, his keen myopic eyes caught 
sight of movement on one of the cameras. 
He looked closer. Someone or something 
was in the DeSales parking lot. 
His pulse was racing, his palms were 
sweating profusely. He quickly wiped them 
off. Sweat made the donuts taste funny. 
He tried to raise Officer Staypuft on the 
radio but Staypuft was investigating a strange 
occurrence in Founders hall. 
He would have to go out alone. Actually, he 
preferred it that way. To him it was like 
being the lone wolf. The renegade hero in 
those detective novels. Winchel liked 
detective novels. 
He nimbly leapt into his truck with the 
grace of a pregnant walrus on a escalator. He 
sped to the parking lot with his lights flashing. 
He liked flashing the lights. It made him feel 
like he was on the CHiPs patrol. 
Winchcl pulled into the lot and got out of 
his truck. He looked around with the air of 
someone who knew what he was doing. Of 
course he didn't know what he was doing, 
but he like to pretend. 
Then there was a rustle in the bushes. 
Winchcl managed to quickly spin around 
without hurling himself seriously. It was 
then, in that frozen moment of time, that he 
remembered it was Staypuft's turn to carry 
the bullet for the guns. 
Winchel wished it was his turn. He liked to 
carry the bullet. It made him feel dangerous. 
Actually, he was dangerous, which is why 
the Chief gave the bullet to Staypuft. 
Winchel whipped out his trusty gun 
anyways. It was a real big gun with a big 
barrel. It made him feel like Dirty Harry. 
He approached the bushes stealthily (crash! 
snap! rustle!). "Who's there!" he growled 
quakily. Something jumped out of the bushes. 
Winchel was so startled he dropped his gun. 
The creature was small, black and on four 
legs. A cat, Winchel decided not seeing the 
white stripe down its back. 
What a smell! Not a pleasant one, but rather 
like the smell he got once when he left a box 
of crullers out in the rain for a week with his 
dirty socks. 
My Nyquil 
by Murphy Canter 
Oh, don't complain because you have a 
cold. Look around, everyone has a cold. I've 
even got one which is why I'd like to share 
with you my Nyquil Adventures. 
Now, everyone whose ever had a cold knows 
about Nyquil, but we go to USD where there 
are perfect people so I better just tell them 
what Nyquil is. 
Nyquil is a thick green syrup which looks 
like the fluid that always drips from the 
bottom of your car. 
On lop of that it tastes like one of those 
things that when you think about later, your 
face cringes and the "Ooooh!" coincides 
with an after grumble in your stomach. 
I have to interrupt myself because I think 
some criticism of the makers is in order here. 
When they made this stuff I wonder if they 
thought: "Hmm, when you feel really sick 
and nauseous, what would be the best thing 
to do? I know! Drink a snotty green liquid 
that tastes worse than 'after party morning 
breath'!" 
The purpose of N yquil is to get rid of a cold. 
I don't know exactly how it works, but my 
theory is it temporarily shuts off all brain 
functions until the virus is gone. 
In other words, it's the hardest legal drug I 
know of, and it's because of my ignorance of 
this fact that I had so much trouble. 
It all started because I didn't read the label 
before I took it. One morning I woke up with 
a cold. At the drugstore they told me that one 
capful would cure my cold. Well, if that's 
true then one giant swig should cure me 
instantly, right? I reasoned this was true and 
forced down a giant swig and went off to 
class. 
Nyquil is one of those things that creeps up 
on you. You take it and then about half an 
hour later you feel it. I found that out in the 
middle of philosophy class. 
Adventures 
About hal fway into the class I started to feel 
a tingling sensation in my fingertips as if 
someone were pricking me with a thousand 
tiny needles. This didn't make note-taking a 
breeze, but that was infinitely easier to deal 
with than what was coming next. 
You know how when you start to fall asleep 
in class your head will dip front and back? 
Well it happened to me, only I was stupid 
enough to try and fight it. Here I am in a full 
class with my neck oqt of control. 
As my head would go forward almost 
enough to touch the the desk I had to jerk it 
back violendy, almost like a convulsion. 
Then it would fall backwards and I'd have to 
not only jerk forward, but sideways as well. 
I almost threw myself out of the chair a few 
limes. 
Finally I gave up the struggle and decided 
to just put my head on the desk and listen. 
This worked all right until the professor 
pointed at the ceiling for some reason. As he 
pointed to the ceiling I looked up and much 
to my dismay I noticed that the roof had 
come off of the classroom and clouds were 
racing by at an incredible rate. 
It was at this point that I started having "the 
taste of Nyquil" flashbacks. It must have 
startled the professor when I grabbed my 
books in one hand and my mouth in the other 
and ran out of class because he stopped 
talking. 
I made it to the lavatory and called Ralf on 
the porcelain phone. 
After that I felt like one of the undead so I 
decided rest was more crucial than English. 
Somehow I made it home and went to bed. 
That brings us to the end, but before you go 
out and find a new cold remedy, remember, 
the answer is Nyquil and the question is, 
"Why is the ground coming at my face so 
quickly?" 
Calvin and Hobbes 
by Bill Watterson 
HERE HE ARE, PDISED OK THE 
PRECIPICE OF 'SUICIDE SLOPE T 
BEIOW US LIE THE SKELETAL 
REMAINS OF HUNDREDS OF 
LITTLE SLED RIDERS. 
SEARCHING POR THAT ULTIMATE 
ADRENALIN RUSH, HE 
PREPARE TO HURL OURSELVES 




Hard Rock Cafe Opens 
Its Doors in San Diego 
by Linda McMillan 
Rock music, old and new, blares over the 
speakers, people full of energy run around 
constantly, with smiles on their faces, of 
course, and most important of all, rock 
memorabilia from all eras is displayed on 
every wall. This extremely busy and exciting 
place is the Hard Rock Cafe. There is no need 
to travel far to visit one of these trendy 
restaurants anymore because one recently 
opened last December in La Jolla. The 
restaurant is located on the comer of Prospect 
Street and Fay Avenue. 
The Hard Rock chain began in 1971, when 
Peter Morton opened the first Hard Rock 
Cafe in London. According to Howard 
Solomon, general manager of the San Diego 
location, the company chose San Diego as 
their next sight because, "it's a great location 
in a major community, and they wanted to 
expand into Southern California." 
The Hard Rock caters to a wide range of 
customers. It is a trendy place, but the entire 
crowd is not a bunch of rock and roll junkies. 
The atmosphere is fun and exciting. The 
menu selection has a great variety and the 
prices are moderate. 
As one sits wailing for an order, the 
memorabilia will keep conversation moving. 
Solomon thinks that the most popular items 
displayed are the pink Cadillac and Roy 
Orbison's guitar. Other items on display 
include Sid Vicious' guitar and momentos 
The world's newest Hard Rock Cafe is located on the corner of Prospect Street and Fay 
Avenue in La Jolla. It houses the guitars of Sid Vicious and Roy Orbison as well as 
memorabilia from Pink Floyd, Def Leppard and ZZ Top. photo by Robert Burnett 
from Pink Floyd, Def Leppard, ZZ Top and 
Dire Straights. Whatever type of music you 
are into, you will find something of interest. 
The Hard Rock's business is booming as 
expected and there is usually a wail for a 
table especially at peak times. The large bar 
area is a great place to pass the time. 
According to Solomon, the most popular 
night at the restaurant is Friday. 
The one question that has surely entered 
many of our minds: do celebrities really 
appear? Solomon says, "Sure, if you're 
lucky you may catch them." 
by Linda Bush 
THEATER: 
For all you people who arc taking The Sociology of Aging (I have someone in mind), here 
is a play for you. We lake our youth for granted, and what people fail to realize is that each 
day should be lived with a young heart, full of wonder and curiosity; a childlike innocence 
which we should carry on through our retiring age. The characters in "I 'm Not Rappaport" 
promote this message. This is an important Dlay to see because not only will it help you 
to appreciate those in the "Golden Years, but also appreciate yourself: we all grow old. 
Performances are scheduled through Feb. 26 at the Hahn Cosmopolitan Theater. Call 
232-9608 for ticket information. 
FILM: 
The biggest difference between American and European big screen efforts is that 
domestically we have MOVIES and we import FILMS. A perfect example is the winner 
of the Best Film award from the Cannes Film Festival, "Under the Sun of Satan." 
Religious in nature, Gerard Depardieu plays a priest whose devotion is tested by Sandrine 
Bonnaire. A controversial film that deserves to be seen. Plays at the Ken, Feb 19-25. 
Showtimes vary. Call 283-5909. 
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Just sign up for our Visa 2-In-l card. There's no 
annual fee. No transaction fees. And a low 12.75% 
annual percentage rate. Of course, if you'd rather buy 
things with real money, you can also use your card to 
get instant cash at hundreds of ATM's. If you're a 
student, you can apply fervour membership and card 
by calling 491-3500 today. 
San DiegoTeachers'Credit Union 




C A F E  &  C A N T I N  
WEDNESDAY: All drinks are $1! 8PM-close 
THURSDAY: Fashion/Auction 10PM 
Featuring Lingerie!!! 
SPORTS ARENA & ROSECRANS 
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Johnny Winter, one of Blues' greatest guitar legends. 
Local Dance Scene is Surging 
by Salomon Rojas 
The San Diego dance club scene has taken 
and upward swing of late. 
Wednesday night is the official Rubber 
Maid night at Rios, put on by Playskool 
(SIC) Productions. This is a club close to the 
Sports Arena that holds dancing for people 
over eighteen. The music played here varies 
from Heavy Metal, to New Wave, to Funk. 
The only type of music one fails to find is 
Top 40 stuff you can find any day at TJ. The 
music lasts from 9 until 2 am and room 
becomes a smoke filled cavern shortly 
aftcrl2:30. On the walls are a multitude of 
sublime and explicitdesigns which arc meant 
to confuse and abuse the mind. If you need 
a break from the same old Top 40 stuff that 
is played everywhere, then Rubber Maid is 
for you. By the way, one should be careful 
and observe the dress code: anything black is 
great, leather, chains, and heavy makeup 
optional but everyone uses them. 
On Thursday night, at the Grille, a band 
known as Mistrel played a hard series of 
chords in their attempt to make music. I was 
amazed at the large turnout which was there 
physically. I realize that the mental turnout 
was minimal because all spectators sat as if 
in comas, with beers in hand and total devoid 
of mental processes. The only time they 
moved was around the end of the songs, and 
I took it to be involuntary muscle spasms 
TOPS IN TRAVEL 
"Tops In Service And Experience 
Since 1976" 
O 
Let us shop the Lowest Airfares 
for you. 
Ski Packages - Charters - Cruises 
223-3167 
1050 Rosecrans St. Suite 4 






1901 SHELTER ISLAND DR. 
222-NUTS 
(5 south to Rosecrans to Shelter 
Island Drive, Left.) 
Winter Prodcues Chilling Blues 
by Andy Bartlett 
caused by their inubriated states. I left the 
scene before I lost my hearing, and 
subsequently had a horrific nightmare of this 
crummy band. 
On Friday night I ventured out to Jungle 
Jym, a dance/nightclub which is also put on 
by Playskool (SIC) Productions. This dance 
comes but once a month and is hosted for 
those eighteen or older, in downtown San 
Diego. The music played here was very 
different than Rubber Maid in that it was 
much more danccablc, or hanging harder to 
Top40music. People were dressed from the 
casual to the cool, such as slacks and jeans to 
leather and chains. In all, the scene was the 
best of the entire week. 
Saturday was the much publicised Mardi 
Gras Dance. Although the turnout was low, 
about 60 people, the music and decorations 
wcrcawcsome. Limbo Slam played a variety 
of Oldies and Mod music which was well 
enjoyed by all. The dancers, some in jester 
costumes and others in semi-formal wear, 
really got their moneys worth with this event. 
Why every person was able to score three 
complimentary cups instead of just one. 
Until next week, when I'll be scouting for 
the best, and worst, music scenes, ta ta. 
When one thinks of the blues one usually 
thinks of Muddy Waters or Elmore James, 
perhaps B.B. King. However, with MCA 
Records' release of Winter of 88, the latest 
from Johnny Winter, it is clear that the blues 
still flourish amidst torrents of watered down 
media music targeted for the passive lis­
tener. The raw sound of a three piece band 
with no grossly overproduced layer of syn­
thesized beeps and hums is captured here by 
Winter, Jon Paris, and Tom Compton; these 
are blues loyalists to the bone. 
One feature of the blues that has always 
existed is the desire to re-create the sounds 
and songs of the past. So as expected, on 
Winter of 88 there is no lack of old favorites 
("Stranger Blues" by Elmore James being 
the most reputable). Although the sound of 
the past is important, so is the need for 
modification, elaboration, and perfection. 
Winter begins to sound more heavily pro­
duced while singing, but while utilizing only 
instrumentation he demonstrates a compli­
cated familiarity both with tradition and his 
own individuality. The normal routine of his 
domineering, often soaring, use of his guitar 
capabilities. 
Johnny Winter has been recording and 
touring for nearly 30 years, since he was a 
mere 15 years old. His brother Edgar is the 
chief architecht of the classic instrumental 
"Frankenstein", and also the front mana to 
his own career as keyboardist for the band 
While Trash. The two collaborated for years 
on musical projects. Now Johnny Winter 
sounds so overpowering that I wouldn't 
imagine his playing invites much competi­
tion. 
"The blues" are recognized by Winte as 
enigmatic, and, perhaps, rightly so. the clos­
ing song of side one, "World of Contradic­
tions", probes the mystery of being, on the 
one hand, depressed and feeling rotten and 
on the other hand, feeling good playing songs 
about feeling good. Aristotle's Poetics may 
help Johnny understand the cathartic value 
of acting out one's pains (or having them 
acted out before you). The song, like most of 
the others on the LP, moves at a medium 
tempo, allowing Winter the freedom and 
"open road" to let fly on his reliable six-
string monster. 
In terms of sound as quality, the songs on 
Winter of 88 each have a distinct flavor, but 
one must listen closely, often, to realize this. 
Of course I am just one listener, but half of 
playing music is having it be heard at the 
receiving end of a note. If there is any doubt 
about Winter's abilities as a "blues master" 
after hearing this LP, then give a listen to the 
newest B.B. King to hear how badly blues 
can sound when played through the filter of 
late 1980's production technology. 
Thank the stars that Johnny Winter still has 
his raw edge, or we wouldn't have to wait 
around for Little Ed and The Blues Imperi­
als, Albert Collins, Buddy Guy, and the other 
folks at Alligator Records, (Johnny Winter's 
old label) to press some new vinyl. Oh yeah, 
one last note: with the death last summer of 
Roy Buchanan there is ever pressing need 
for quality blues, buy this record. 
Trips To Take 
Wed. 22, Thelonious Monster, 
SDSU Backdoor, 1pm, FREE! 
Tue. 23, fIREHOSE, SDSU Back­
door, 12 pm, FREE! 
Mar. 5, Michelle Shocked, UCSD 
Mandeville Auditorium, 8 pm. 
Mar. 9, Ratt with Brittany Fox, 






BOOK THEM NOW! 
R O U N D T R I P S  
FROM LOS ANGELES 
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• FARES FROM MOST U.S. CITIES 
• DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE 
• EQUALLY LOW ONE WAY FARES 
• MULTI-STOP/ROUND THE WORLD 
FARES AVAILABLE 
• EURAIL PASSES AVAILABLE 
• TOURS—USSR. CHINA. EUROPE 
• CALL OR WRITE 
FOR FREE BOOKLET 
THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK 
!286 1322 






Get a healthy DAT score 
by taking a test prep course 
with Stanley H. Kaplan. Our 
educational review and 
test-taking techniques are 
the best in the field. CALL! 
1 KAPLAN 
STANLEY H.KAPUN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego, CA. 92117 
(619) 277-6744 
February 16,1989-VISTA-ll 
Movie Short:Who's Harry Crumb? 
by Bridget Conway 
For those who are John Candy fans, as well 
as those who are not, "Who's Harry Crumb 
?" is a funny and delightful comedy that 
delivers. 
TheTri Star film, written by Paul Flaughtery, 
stars long-time comedian/actor John Candy 
as the hilariously goofey private inves­
tigator, Harry Crumb. 
In his role, Candy plays the son of the 
founder of Crumb & Crumb Dec tec live 
Agency in Los Angeles. He is considered by 
the other members of the agency as a 
completly worthless idiot, who knows 
nothing about private investigation. Candy 
carries mostof the humor in the film, through 
his bumbling mishaps and wacky tactics. 
The story is a simple one: rich girl 
kidnapped; dectective is called to the scene 
to solve the crime. But it is the array of 
subplots which give this movie it's comic 
appeal, such as: Mrs. Downing, the young 
wife and stepmother of the kidnapped girl, 
has married Mr. Downing for his money, and 
is presently plotting his death; as well as 
Elliot Draison, the president of Crumb & 
Crumb, who has been obsessed with Mrs. 
Downing since night school, and will do 
anything to win her over—even kidnap her 
stepdaughter. 
The cast of characters is superb. Each ac­
tor/actress a master of their role. Jeffery 
Jones, well known for his role as the princi­
pal in Ferris Bueller's Day Off, plays the 
slimey, conniving and lanky Elliot Draison, 
president of Crumb & Crumb. And new-
comer Shawnee Smith is excellent in her role 
as Nikki, the youngest Downing Daughter, 
and Harry Crumb's new found helper. 
If you would like to enjoy two hours of 
lightheaded, John Candy comedy, I would 
highly recommend stealing away to the 
Glasshouse to see "Who's Harry Crumb?" 
Iron Curtain Reggae Featured on RAS LP 
Peace, the word should be universal. RAS 
Records has just released a world-reggae 
anthology composed of songs by reggae 
bands from various countries. The album is 
entitled MNP (Russian for peace). 
The roster of bands includes Peter Broggs 
from Jamaica, Alpha Blondy from Ivory 
Coast, and now check this out, there are two 
bands from behind the Iron Curtain: Gedeon 
Jerubbaal from Poland and Kino from the 
USSR. Oddly enough Kino plays some 
scorching dance hall style reggae. Other 
reggae oddities include Reggae Team from 
Sweden, Avi Matos from Israel, Dallol from 
Eithiopia, and Sandii from Japan. 
BE A 
SUMMER COUNSELOR! 
Many positions are available. 
Some include room and board. 
For more inforation call Jeanne or 
Anna at 260-4585 or come in and see us. 
Manchester Executive Conference Center 
Office of Continuing Education 
This album is strictly fun. The way each 
band interpts reggae music is interesting and 
entertaining. Alpha Blondy has the best song 
on the album called "Kalachnikov Love". 
The legendary Sunsplash performer Peter 
Broggs sings "I Love To Play Reggae". 
And believe it or not there is even a band 
from Uruguay called Runia De Moda. From 
the good ole' USA is a pop reggae band 
called Stingray. Based in L.A. Stingray col­
laborated with the Russian group Kino on 
the song "Tsoi Song" which was alright. 
This album is fun and makes a great collec­
tion to any collection and on top of that all the 
tunes arc highly danceable. 
One of San Diego's hottest bands, Shiloh, played to a packed UC Forum last Friday 
Futuristic Fidelio is Flawed 
by Brian Costlow 
Robert Tanncnbaum's updated version of 
Fidelio, the only opera written by Ludwig 
van Beethoven, and performed last weekend 
by the San Diego Opera, started fairly well, 
but descended npidly into self parody by the 
final act. 
Fidelio is a story about a woman who 
disguises herself as a man and takes a job at 
a prison in order to free her husband who has 
been unjustly imprisoned there. 
Tannenbaum's futuristic version places the 
story in a twentieth century banana republic 
replete with jackbooted villains and mirror-
sunglassed secret police. 
The production didn't directly suffer from 
this updating effort through most of the opera, 
although the"austere setting (the sets looked 
like they were right out of the Acme Fence 
Rental catalogue) certainly didn't match the 
majesty of the music. 
The real problem came during the final 
scene when the flag of this newly liberated 
banana republic was revealed to be none 
other than the Stars and Stripes herself, to 
hoots (although polite ones) of laughter. 
Someone should sec if Tanncnbaum violated 
any flag desecration laws for this number. 
The over-blown acting style which fits the 
traditional version of this larger than life 
opera also seemed out of place when draped 
in sinister Nazi style trappings, adding to the 
confusion. 
The singing however, while not extremely 
outstanding, was good enough to make 
putting up with Tanncnbaums's 
unintentionally comic vision worthwhile. 
Sabine Haas, in the title role of Leonore/ 
Fidelio sang well but unfortunately did not 
match her performance in the Flying 
Dutchman two seasons ago. Although she 
gave the evenings best vocal performance, 
San Diego has has much better to remember 
her by. 
Tom Fox also came through with a pleasing 
if notextremely powerful baritone as Pizarro, 
the governor of the prison. 
Graeme-Matheson Bruce was also one the 
highlights in the Tenor role of Florestan, 
singing in a clear, dark and well projected 
voice. 
Other admirable performances were put in 
by Artur Korn as Rocco the jailer, Randall 
Outland as Jaquino and Sunny Joy Langton 
as Marzelline. 
The sets by Neil Peter Jampolis, already 
mentioned once, were interesting from an 
engineering point of view. They consisted of 
sets of chainlink fencing suspended like 
curtains at various depths which were raised 
and lowered to form parts of the prison. 
Unfortunately they were really only 
emotionally effective during the scene when 
the chorus of prisoners hangs on the fencing 
while singing about the joy of freedom and 
sunlight. By the end of the performance they 
had become quite monotonous. 
All of the ups and downs were nearly saved 
by the power of Beethoven. The Chorus, 
under Martin Wright's direction carried the 
day, especially during the masterful ending 
celebration of Fidelio. 
Edward Downes, the conductor must be 
given credit for coaxing more than thought 
possible from the orchestra in terms of nuance 
and feeling for the music, but his decision to 
sacrifice technical accuracy almost ripped 
the orchestra and chorus apart during the 
final scene. 
Fidelio will be performed again on February 




N Y PI) * submarine sandwiches * pizza * lasagna * calzones 
FREE DELIVERY 
anywhere on campus 
296-0911 
6110 Friars  Rd.  at  Las Cumbres 
'til lam Fri. & Sat. 
Midnight Sun.-Thurs. 
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Athlete Profile: Heather Hockett 
Swimming Pool To Boardroom 
sister is a pharmacy major at Oregon State 
University. 
Hockett attended Springfield High school 
and received a swimming scholarship to the 
University of Oregon. However, after her 
first year there, Oregon scaled back their 
swimming program because of a lack of 
funds and she lost her scholarship. Follow­
ing that, she was recruited by USD and 
Indiana University. 
She chose USD over Indiana for several 
reasons, jncluding the better weather and the 
fact that it was not as far from home. Heather 
also stated that she really liked USD's pro­
gram and thought that the emphasis on aca­
demics was good. 
Heather is a business administration major 
and has started to interview for positions in 
business as graduation ncars. She hopes to 
work in the area of procurement but stated 
that she is playing it by ear for now. S he also 
hopes to eventually settle in the northwest 
where she is from. 
As she and the USD Swim Team head into 
the conference finals, Hockett hopes to end 
her career on a high note. Her ambition is to 
make the finals and see the Toreros finish 
high in the conference. She has an excellent 
chance of making the finals in the 50 and 100 
meter freestyle races. 
Heather said that her best memories arc of 
the team trips, the intersessions spent to­
gether, and the many friends she has on the 
team and at USD. 
Hockett stated that swimming has given her 
the discipline to succeed. With the success 
she has had to date, Heather Hockett should 
have no trouble going far, whether it be in 
continuing swimming or in business. 
by Jonathan Canedo 
This weekend, the USD Swim Team will 
end their season as they travel to Las Vegas 
for their conference finals. The meet will 
also mark the final collegiate appearance for 
senior Heather Hockett as she ends her col­
lege career. 
Hockett, an excellent freestyler and 
breaststroker, began her swimming career 
with the Williamlane Swim Club at age seven. 
She still swims for Williamlane whenever 
she is home in Oregon. 
The middlcchild of three girls, she has lived 
most of her life in Springfield, Oregon. Her 
mother, Judy, is a special education teacher 
there. Her father is deceased. Her older 
sister is a chemical engineer while her other 
USD Men's Tennis Beats USC 
Sports Information Center 
USD's men's tennis team reached a 
milestone last Tuesday in beating host 
University ofSouthcrnCalifornia5-3. It was 
the first time the Toreros have beaten the 
fourth ranked Trojans. 
In singles, USD won and lost three matches. 
Freshman Jose Luis Noriega defeated Greg 
Failla 6-1,6-1 at #1 singles. At #5 J.R. 
Edwards defeated Curt Seaton 2-6,6-3,6-1 
and #6 Dan Mattera bested Andy Olyphant 
6-4,4-6,6-2. 
The Toreros lost at positions 2, 3 and 4. 
Dave Stewart fell to All-American John 
Carras 2-6,6-3,6-3; Mark Farren lost to All-
American Eric Amend 6-2, 6-4 and Chris 
Toomcy was defeated by Donny Isaak 6-1,6-
1. 
In doubles, Noriega teamed with Stewart to 
beat Failla and Seaton 6-1,6-1. Toomeyand 
Farren clinched the match with a 5-7,7-5,6-
2 victory over Amend and Isaak. The #3 
match involving USD's Curtis Dadian and 
Edwards and USC's Carras-Murphy Jensen 
was halted at 4-6,7-6 when the team match 
was decided. 
For the unranked Toreros, the win was 
especially gratifying and meaningful. 
'This should get us back in the national 
rankings," said Coach Ed Collins. "And it 
will reduce the pressure when we play other 
top-ranked teams." 
Two newcomers have given the team a 
boost of confidence: Peruvian freshman 
Noriega and San Dicgan junior transferChris 
Toomcy. 
"Sure they helped, but everyone has returned 
from last year playing better tennis," said 
Collins. 
That was evident as all six players 
contributed by winning matches. 
18th Annual San Diego Intercollegiate 
Invitational Tennis Tournament 
Feb. 16-18 with FREE ADMISSION !! 
Thursday and Friday all Day at USD and San Diego State 
Saturday (FINALS) at USD's West Courts 
LacrosseTeam Wins Pair 
by Cullen Matthews 
By beating UC Irvine 17-3 last Saturday, USD captured its second divisional win. 
They jumped ahead and never looked back. 
Andrew Hummel led the team with three goals and attackmen Bert Benvenuti and 
Scott Kelly had two goals each. Mike Butler made one goal and four assists from 
midfield. 
USC fell 10-6 to USD in a scrimmage on Sunday. The team did not take the game 
seriously because there was not enough recovery time from the Irvine game and the fact 
that it didn't count in league standings. 
Still Hummel and Kelly kept their act together and scored five goals combined and 
K.C. Gallagher made two assists. 
Although the wins are impressive, Coach Rhinehart Wilke is concerned that USD 
seems to play to the level of the opposing team rather than its own potential. 
Wilke said, "This kind of performance may get us by against teams like Irvine^but 
we'll have to put together four quarters of intense play to beat the better teams in the 
division." 
One such team is UC San Diego, which the Toreros play this Saturday at West Point 
Field at 1pm. 
The two teams have built quite a rivalry in the past three years and USD would like 
nothing more than to gain bragging rights against UCSD this season. 
UCSD boasts of a very strong defense but if USD's attack can play to the potential that 
the coach expects then they will most likely achieve victory. 
Due to the importance of next week's game, US D hopes to draw a large crowd of home 
fans, so make sure to get out and support Torero Lacrosse. 
1 
Surf Club News :Bad Weather! 
by Brian McEvilly 
The Surf Club held a contest last Sunday at 
Pacific Beach in 3-4 foot surf. Wind and low 
tide did not make for perfections, but it was 
consistent and very surfable. 
The turnout of 20 was thin, which was to be 
expected as fair weather surfers fear the early 
morning chill of 55 degree weather. 
Prizes for top finishers and raffle winners 
were provided by Emerald City Surf and 
Sport of Mission Beach. 
The contest was followed by a mellow 
Sunday afternoon Bar-B-q where awards 
were handed out. 
The surf team, which is comprised of top 
finishers in these intersquad contests, recently 
went to Ventura only to have the contest 
postponed due to bad weather. 
The contest was rescheduled for Feb. 25-
26, making it back to back with a March 4-5 
event at Bolsa Chica in Huntington Beach. 
•<|F 
I IsJ J University of San Diego 
\ / School of Law 
The University of San Diego School of Law 
invites all persons interested in the study 
of law to an informational seminar. 
The program includes: 
• A discussion of the value of legal education. 
• Advice on how to finance law school. 
• Demonstration of a first-year class. 
Saturday, February 25, 1989 
Registration — 9:15 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. 
Program — 10:00 a.m. to 12:40 p.m. 
USD Camino Theater — Alcala' Park, San Diego, CA 
An informal buffet will be 
provided from 12:45 p.m. to 2:45 p.m., 
where USD faculty,alumni and students 
will be available for counseling. 
Call (619) 260-4528 for reservations 
by Tuesday, February 21, 1989 
USD does not discriminate on the basis of sex, race, color, 
religion, age, national origin, ancestry, or handicap in its policies and programs. 
Occidental Defeats Toreros 
February 16, 1989-VISTA-L 
by Jonathan Canedo 
Last week, the USD Rugby team traveled to 
Los Angeles to play Occidental in a league 
game. Both sides for USD suffered defeats 
as the 'A' side had their win streak ended and 
the 'B' side fell to 2-2. 
In the first game, the Toreros scored first off 
of a penalty kick by Dan Davis. After that 
early score, the Toreros were unable to score 
again. Occidental scored two trys, making 
one of the conversions, and then convened 
on a penalty kick to win by a margin of 13-3. 
In the second game, USD was unable to 
score even though they had several opportu­
nities to do so. Occidental scored two trys in 
this game, again making only one of the 
conversions. Freshman Joe Zybun stopped 
another try with an excellent open field tackle 
that up-ended the ballcarrier. The final score 
was 10-0. 
This weekend, USD will participate in the 
OMBAC Rugby tournament. The tourna­
ment has men's and collegiate divisions and 
attracts teams from all over the world. The 
Toreros will play against some of the better 
college teams in the area and the result should 
be some exciting games. The tournament 
will be played on both Saturday and Sunday 
at Rob Field in Ocean Beach. So, if you want 
to cheer on the Toreros or simply want to 
watch some of the best rugby around, come 
on out to the OMBAC Tournament this 
weekend. 
The team still welcomes anyone who wants 
to experience the best game on campus to 
come on out and give it a try. Practices are 
every Tuesday and Thursday between 3:00 
and 5:00 at West Point Field. For those of 
you out there who want to get involved and 
have a great time, rugby might just be what 
you were waiting for. 
Spring Break Games '89 
by Chris Orr 
A unique opportunity is being offered to 
sports minded students for spring break. 
Titled "Spring Games USA", the 1989 Na­
tional College Championships of Intramu­
ral, Recreational and Club Sports will take 
place during spring break at two locations: 
Palm Springs and Daytona Beach. 
This month long sports festival allows 
vacationing students to compete in individ­
ual or team events during our Easter Break. 
Overall winners from both sites will be flown 
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championships on April 1 and 2. 
A full range of intramural sports will be 
combined with recreational sports such as 
obstacle courses and tug-of-war. In addition 
"Spring Games" has a wide variety of enter­
tainment and special events to create an 
Olympic-village atmosphere for spectators 
and athletes alike. 
For more information call 1-800-727-7699 
exl.7672, or write to Spring Games USA, 
15219 Sunset Blvd., Suite B, Pacific Pali­
sades, CA 90272. 
No ERA is not the Equal Rights Amendment it is the Earned Run Average of 
pitchers. photo by Stephanie Hogue 
What Does ERA Mean? 
v Sportstalk 
J * t 
by Chris Orr 
With the beginning of the Torero baseball 
season and the rapid approach of the profes­
sional baseball season 1 imagine there are a 
few things that some of you might want to 
know. 
Now this particular article is aimed at couch 
potatoes who don't know much about the 
game and want to leam and to save countless 
people from the tedious task of explaining 
the game to their dates. 
Unfortunately the age old question of "Who 
is playing?", which is usually asked in the 
m iddle of the game, will have to be answered 
at that time. 
This explanation will be very basic so I 
hope that you true sports fans will forgive me 
for consuming this valuable space. 
I am going to assume that most of you can 
sec that there are nine starting players per 
side and on the field at any given time. 
Umpires and ballboys don't count. 
If you are sitting behind the plate the play­
ers are: catcher, pitcher, first base, second 
base, third base, shortstop, right, left and 
center fielders. The home team will always 
take the field first and if they are losing after 
nine innings will have the last "at bat". 
An inning consists of three "outs". An 
"out" being when a batter swings three times 
and misses, hits the ball and is thrown out or 
a base runner is tagged between bases. There 
are nine innings in a game unless there is a tie 
then they go into extras. 
I imagine most of you can probably handle 
that. If youcan't, tough. That's the way it is. 
However, the abbreviations on scoreboards 
and the statistics involved are not that easy. 
Here is a brief summary. 
An RBI is a Run Batted In, a HR is a home 
run, ERA is the earned run average of a 
pitcher, the lower the number the better. 
Three digits behind a decimal (ex. .332) is 
the batting average of a hitter, just move the 
decimal two places to the right and you'll 
have a percentage of hits against his at bats. 
The higher the number the better and "E" 
means error. An error occurs when a player 
overthrows a base or misses an easy catch. 
Okay couch potatoes, I've given you an 
extremely abbreviated course on some of the 
fundamentals of baseball. Now get off your 
butts and go watch our Toreros play. 
B-Ball Team Extends Losing Streak 
ATTRACTIONS • (SIS) B87-B100 
Sponsored Locally By MATTERS NONE MINI-TRUCKS 
by Chris Orr 
The University of San Diego dropped two 
more games over the weekend. Losing at 
home to Loyola Marymount and Pepperdine 
University. The losses leave the Toreros in 
last place in the West Coast Athletic Confer­
ence with a record of 1-9. They are 6-16 
overall. 
On Friday, junior Craig Cotrell paced the 
Toreros with 26 points during their loss to 
LMU's Lions 104-88. Three other players 
also made it into double figures: freshman 
forward GylanDottin finished with 16points, 
guard Wayman Strickland with 15 and Kel­
vin Woods scores 11 for the night 
Saturday night, in front of 2,250 people the 
Toreros squandered away a halftime lead 
tolose to the Pepperdine Waves 93-73. USD's 
fans were not very supportive with the ex­
ception of a small group of Delta Tau Delta's. 
The Wave's fans however were very vocal 
and were not afraid to show it as Pepperdine 
ran away to a twenty point win in the second 
half. Again Craig Cotrell led the Torero 
scoring with 25 points before fouling out. 
This left senior guard Danny Means to try to 
rally the Toreros. Means finished the game 
with 21 points. 
Cotrell and Means were the only players for 
USD in double figures. The Waves had five 
players in double digits. 
USDwas hot at the free throw line, shooting 
83 percent (10-12) in the first half and 66 
percent (8-12) in the second. 
The Toreros hope to break their losing 
streak* when they play St Mary's in the 
Sports Center on Saturday night. Tip off 
time is at 7:30pm. 
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Hockey Faces Off In New Arena 
USD's newest sports facility, the indoor 
hockey/soccer rink, was christened this past 
weekend. In the first test of the rink's 
durability, last year'schampions Liquor and 
Pucker took on In Your Face. 
In Your Face's Eric England's scored the 
season's first goal before "The Puckers" 
overcame their hangovers and put it together. 
Dean Pisciotta, the Pucker's center, was 
unstoppable as he went on to score a season 
high four goals on the way to a 5-1 victory. 
Later, the #2 ranked Tea Bags took on #3 
ranked Cocky. The Tea Bags combined for 
two goals in the third period to overcome a 
stellar game by goalie Mike Zender who had 
13 saves. 
Bryan Day helped Gars On Ice hold their 
#5 ranking scoring a goal with 10:41 left in 
the second period to lead his team to a 1-0 
victory over Stick It In Ya. 
The #4 ranked Gay Blades easily sliced 
through Iceman Commeth 3-0. DanClaar 
paced the Blades with two goals. 
Elsewhwere, 
the Matanuska Thunderpucks fought off 
a late attack to lick Our Scrum, 3-2. 
In B-league action the Phi Kap Puck-Ups 
defeated Sigma Chi II 1-0. 
Only the Puck-Ups Jim Morrison could 
find the net scoring with 4:43 left in the 
second period. 
The Raffy Rats defeated Our Sticks Are 
Bigger, 3-1. The Phi Slaps T.P. McCabe 
had one goal and two assists as the Slap's 
went on to beat Horse Tooth 4-0. 
Shoot It Inner Box found lime to score 
three goals to beat 5 Minute Major in a 
game in which the two teams combined for 8 
penalties. 
In womens action, last year's champions 
Hogans Heroes started the year off right 
beating ChLx With Stix, 5-1. 
Meg Estey paced the Hogans with a goal 
while Colleen Kanaley, Katey Potts, Jenine 
Lawlor.and Patty Mullin each also had one. 
The Chix goalie, Tiffany Camarillo, gave a 
valianteffortwith lOsavesbutlhcirlackluster 
offense was no match for the champions. 
In the only other womens game, Slap Happy 
demolished the WBG's 6-0. 
Angie Rais and P.J. Myers each had two 
goals while Andrea Clark and Sarah Bcrdan 
scored one apiece. 
IT'S HERE 
THE PARTY YOU'VE ALL 
MEN WAITING FOR 
PRESENTS 
THE THIRD ANNUAL 
TOGA PARTY 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY IT 
WABASH HALL 
HtDDRM 
YOU BETTER TELL HUH 
TU SEND MURE SHEETS! 
$5.00 DONATION 
Square Pan IM Players Of the Week 
Dean Pisciotta and Colleen Kanaley are 
the best two players on the best two 
hockey teams in the school and are also 
this week's Square Pan IM Players of the 
Week. 
Pisciotta scored four goals as Liquor 
and Pucker overcame a sluggish start to 
defeat In Your Face 5-1. Then to clinch 
the award he added three hits whi le leading 
his mens and co-rec softball teams to 
easy victories as well. 
Kanaley only scored once but had 
numerous assists as Hogans Heroes 
tuned back Chix With Stix 5-1. In 
addition she also had two hits in a 9-0 
Liquor Hogan victory overSigma Chi's 
co-rec softball team. 
Men's Softball Season Is Shaping Up 
Mens intramural softball began play this 
past weekend and the leagues began to take 
shape. In the B1 league. Drive it Deep 
overcame Genital Warfare 11-0. Patrick 
Draude led Drive it Deep with a double, a 
home run, and two runs scored. Steve Knight 
also had a home run for the victors. Guys 
With Big Sticks and the Long Balls played 
an exciting opening day game as Steve 
Speer's Long Balls prevailed 9-8. Four first 
inning walks helped key a seven run first 
inning for the free agent winners. 
Sigma Chi II took control of the B2 league 
by destroying Red Jocks 20-1. Dave 
Bladdock cranked one out in the cool night 
airforSigma Chi. Why? is still asking why 
as 8 Around the Mound embarrassed them 
8-0. Scott Morris had a homer and a single 
for The Mound and The Mound defense 
gave up only 4 hits. Illegitimate Childen 
found their roots and mercy-ruled Raffy 
Rats 12-0 in the final game of the weekend. 
Pete Neill had three singles forThe Children. 
Action in A league was both exciting and 
predictable. As expected, Doggie Style 
continued its reign with a 12-2 trouncing of 
Public F.nemy. Although the slicks were 
somewhat quieter than usual for Doggie Style, 
they still managed 5 runs in the first and 
never had to look back. Same score, different 
game as A league newcomer Bringin' the 
Wood crushed Phi Kappa Theta. Bryan 
Day and Braulio Castillo paced The Wood 
with 3 hits each and Greg Moll added an 
opening day homer. Liquor and Poker 
dominated Sigma Pi 8-4 as Dean Pisciotta's 
team scored 5 runs in the 5th. Sigma Pi tried 
for a late inning comback but came up short, 
being held to one seventh inning run. The 
final A league game of the week pitted the 
1:59ers against Dan O'Connel's Girth. The 
l:59ers made this one a blowout with 3 
conscctutive 4 run innings and managed a 
12-0 victory. The l:59ers had an impressive 
18 hits and were led by A1 Zawistoski's 3 
singles and a walk as well as a single and 





Let's haue a 
great semester...  
The men of 
Co-Rec Softball Breaks In 
Brand New Fields 
February 16,1989-V1STA-15 
For the first time ever, Co-Rec Softball was 
played on the new Canyon East and Canyon 
West fields, and though this made for some 
interesting cross-field action, the A and B 
leagues did get off to an exciting start. 
I aking a look at the action, the #2 ranked 
Rec-ing Crew used only 7 players in 
overpowering #5 ranked AKPsi Pleasure 
Machine 5-2. It took sparkling defense and 
some luck for The Crew as Dan Miller 
slapped an opening day homer. AKPsi 
Pleasure Machine tried for a 7th inning 
rally but fell short despite Ben Schlesier's 
mammoth triple. 
In other A league action, #3 ranked Liquor 
Hogans proved to be one of the from runners 
with a 9-0 victory over a well stocked Sigma 
Chi team. Tom Gorman and Rich Spinelli 
each homered and pounded out two singles 
for the victors. Susie Peterson had two 
singles for the Hogan women. 
The new B league division provided some 
funandexciting moments: When they finally 
learned the positions on the field, Playing 
Possum and the Free Agents battled in an 8-
7 victory for the Free Agents. Just For Fun 
had a great lime with the Mob in a 10-2 
trouncing. Marc Duro had a home run, triple 
and a single for the winners and Colleen 
Richie matched him with the same. In what 
may have been the shortest game of the 
decade, M ittless Mystics squeaked by Staff 
Infection 3-2. The offense for The Mystics 
was led by Chris Carlson with a double, 
single, and run scored. 
Well, the finally did it!! Al's Coholics won 
a game, (not a forfeit), and they did it 
impressively. It was a scene straight out of 
"The Natural" as A1 himself stepped up to the 
plate in the bottom of the seventh inning and 
cracked a grand-slam home run to bring his 
team to a come from behind 7-6 victory over 
Gars Last Stand. 
IM Distinctions 
Feb. 6-12 
Mens Softball- A league 
Game of the Week: Liquor and Poker vs Sigma Pi I 
Team of the Week: Doggie Style 
Player of the Week: A1 Zawistoski (l:59ers) 
Mens Softball • B league 
Game of the Week: Long Balls vs Guys With Big Sticks 
Team of the Week: 8 Around the Mound 
Player of the Week: Greg Chagpman (Sigma Chi 11) 
Co-Rec Softball - A league 
Game of the Week: Rec-ing Crew vs AKPsi Pleasure Machine 
Team of the Week: Liquor Hogans 
Male Player of the Week: Tom Gorman (Liquor Hogans) 
Female Player of the Week: Cheri LaDue (Rec-ing Crew) 
Co-Rec Softball - B league 
Game of the Week: Al's Coholics vs Gars Last Stand 
Team of the Week: Al's Coholics 
Male Player of the Week: A1 Ingallinera (Al's Coholics) 
Female Player of the Week: Colleen Richie (Just For Fun) 
Mens Floor Hockey- A league 
Game of the Week: Tea Bags vs Cocky 
Team of the Week: Tea Bags 
Player of the Week: Dean Pisciotta (Liquor and Pucker) 
Mens Floor Hockey • B league 
Game of the Week: Raffy Rats vs Our Slicks arc Bigger 
Team of the Week: Raffy Rats 
Player of the Week: Adam Foxx (Phi Slaps) 
Womens Floor Hockey 
Game of the Week: Hogan's Heroes vsChix With Stix 
Team of the Week: Slap Happy 
Player of the Week: McgEstey (Hogan's Heroes) 
Al's Coholics 
Al's Coholics: When the IM department decided to offer a "B" 
division in co-rec Softball this semester, there was hope that Al's 
Coholics might actually get to play more than five innings per 
game. The fact that they might actually win a game was never 
even considered. After all, this was a team that has had moreone-
sided losses than the Washington Generals (they play the Harlem 
Globetrotters). Through all the mercy-rule games they never lost 
their great attitude, and when A1 Ingallinera touched home after 
his 7th inning grand slam, Al's Coholics had a 7-6 victory over 
Gar's Last Stand and the distinction of being IM Buidweiser 
Team of the Week. 
Others Considered: Tea Bags (Floor Hockey), Doggie Style 




JLhe American Red Cross addresses the most 
often asked questions about AIDS 
HOW SAFE IS TODAY S 
BLOOD SUPPLY?' 
Today, the blood supply is well protected from 
the AIDS virus The Red Cross recuiits and screens 
its volunteer blotxl donors carefully to help ensure 
that only healthy people donate The spread of 
AIDS through blood transfusion is very uncom 
mon Beginning in 198S. all bkxxi has been 
screened for the antibodies to the AIDS virus 
Blood that tests positive for evidence of the virus is 
discarded. 
Please remember vou cannot get the AIDS virus 
by donating blood 
CAN I GET AIDS FROM 
BEING AROUND 
SOMEONE WITH AIDS? 
There are no known cases of AIDS being spread 
by shaking hands, hugging, casual social kissing, 
or sitting next to a person with AIDS 
There are no known cases of AIDS being 
traasmitted by casual contact such as sneezing, 
coughing, using the same telephones, toilets, 
bathtubs, swimming pools, or water fountains 
The AIDS virus is spread mainly by the exchange 
of body fluids dunng sexual activity or the 
exchange of hltxxi through sharing contaminated 
IV drug needles Less commonly, t ne virus 
also can be spread through transfused blood or 
blood products and to infants born from infected 
mothers 
AM I PLACING MYSELF 
AT RISK FOR AIDS IF 
I HAVE A SEXUAL 
RELATIONSHIP WITH 
SOMEONE I DONT 
KNOW WELL? 
\i*s AIDS is primarily transmitted through 
sexual activity, so it is safer to limit your sexual 
activity to one faithful, uninfected partner and to 
avoid partners who have had multiple contacts The 
more sexual partners you have, the greater the nsk 
of contact with a earner of the AIDS virus 
DO CARRIERS OF 
THE AIDS VIRUS HAVE 
SYMPTOMS? 
A carrier of the AIDS virus may have no signs tx 
svmptoms of the AIDS disease and may not 
develop the disease Carriers can infect someone 
else through sexual contact, or sharing needles or 
syringes for intravenous drug use. but not through 
even-day; casual ctxttact 
If you are sexualK active with a person who has 
AIDS or who is at risk ftx AIDS, or share needles for 
infecting drugs, you are increasing your risk of 
infection with the AIDS virus 
AIDS IS HARD TO CATCH 
This information is based upon data from the 
US Public Health Service For more information, 
call your kxal health department, the National AIDS 
Hotline Q-800 342 AIDS) or your local Red Cross 
chapter 
WE WANT YOU TO 
KNOW AS MUCH ABOl T 
AIDS AS WE DO 




You Make the Call 
Hypothetically, in a co-rec football game, Club T.L. is faced with a 4th and goal 
from the three yard line. Dan Geiger takes the snap and throws a forward "shovel" 
pass to Jim Spina who catches the ball behind the line of scrimmage and then 
scampers in for the score. You make the call- Is this a legal touchdown? 
Co-Rec Flag Football and Co-Rcc Soccer start their seasons this week. If you would 
still like to earn some extra $$$, stop by the Sports Center and talk to Andy or Chris 
about officiating. 
Did you make the right call? Remember in co-rec football, no male playermay carry 
the ball across the line of scrimmage. Take away the touchdown and mark off 5 yards 
against Club T.L. 
Midnight Bowling Is A Blast 
This is an event that needs no hype. Just ask anyone who has ever "competed" in 
the Midnight Bowling Tournament if it is worth the effort of staying up until 2:30 am. 
After you gel your answer, hurry to the Sports Center and sign-up your team because 
the entries arc due on Wednesday, February 22. 
Teams of four (two men and two women) bowl from midnight until 2:30 am at the 
Claircmont bowling Alley on Claircmont Drive. The cost is only $4.00 per person 
and this includes 3 games and shoes. Sorry, Beverages are extra! Make your plans 
now to bowl Friday, February 24 and sleep in late on Saturday, February 25. 
Three Volleyball Leagues Offered 
The IM department is offering an ambitious 
schedule of volleyball this semester. In 
addition to the beach tournament on April 
22, there will be 4x4 leagues for Mens, 
Womens, and Co-Rec teams. Entries for 
these latter leagues are due Wednesday, 
March 1 at the 5:30 pm managers' meeting. 
Matches will be played on Wednesday and 
Thursday evenings. 
The cost per team is only $ 15.00 and rosters 
arc open for up to eight players per team. 
Start forming your team now or make plans 
to be at the free agents meeting on Tuesday, 
February 28 at 5:30pm. Either way, join in 
on the fun and play IM Volleyball this Spring! 
Get Ready For 
IM B-Ball 
It's time to lake out those old high tops and start 
shooting again because the IM 5x5 Basketball 
season is right around the comer. That's right! 
Entries for USD's most popular sport are due 
Wednesday, March 1 at the 5:00pm managers' 
meeting. 
This season, play will be offered in four divisions: 
The A-league is for the more advanced players 
and teams are allowed one ex-intercollegiate 
basketball player. This is the only division where 
ex-intercollegiate athletes are allowed to compete. 
B-league is for the wanna-be ball player who just 
isn't ready to compete at the top level. C-league 
is primarily for those teams who have played B-
league in the past and found they would prefer 
some easier competition. Faculty/Staff is only for 
half or full-time employees of the University. 
Although there is no separate womens league, 
anyone wishing to play is encouraged to join a 
team or come to the free agents meeting (both men 
and women) on Tuesday, February 28 at 5:00pm. 
Tennis Entries Are 
Due Wednesday 
This is your last reminder. You've read it here 
before so you have no excuse. Do not miss out on 
your chance to play IM Tennis this semester. 
Entries for the singles league are due at the 
organizational meeting on Wednesday, February 
22 at 5:00pm. The cost to play is only $4.00 and 
matches will be held Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday evenings from 5-10pm. 
Grab your racket, pick up an entry form, an plan 
on joining in on the fun of playing IM Tennis. 
eiser 
